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Two months ago, PACEM’s 15th season of shelter came to a close. For the last two, local photographer Mai Shurtleff has
captured life inside our men’s and women’s sites with her camera. In these pages, you will get a glimpse into the community
that forms in our shelters. In many ways it is like any in our culture: laughter is balanced by tears, triumph by failure. Our
guests’ struggles are more pronounced but in the end they are very relatable. And with help from the PACEM family and larger
service community, these struggles are hopefully just temporary. For more, please visit Pacemshelter.org/shelterlife.

PACEM served 250 guests this season. That is the
highest total we have ever seen and it nearly
stretched our capabilities at times. For a 45-day
stretch in the dead of winter, we were full almost
every night on our men’s side. A month later, we were
at maximum capacity with our women’s shelter. Staff
managed to handle the incredible numbers which is
not an easy task for a low barrier evening shelter.

The newsletter of PACEM is published
twice each year.
Call 434-973-1234 x121 or
address inquiries to:
PACEM
P.O. Box 14
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Email: ed@pacemshelter.org
Visit us at www.pacemshelter.org
All contributions to PACEM are tax
deductible. Donations from the community
are what make this program possible.
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MISSION
To bring together the faith community
of the greater Charlottesville area in
providing temporary shelter,
compassionate support and access
to services to individuals who are
homeless so they can move to a stable
housing solution. This work can only be
achieved by forging partnerships in the
larger community.

Credit is also due to our host congregations and their
amazing volunteers, many who are old hands at PACEM. When I was
Program Director I knew when to step back and let them handle a
situation deftly. I could only learn from their empathy and experience.
PACEM has historically had one case manager to work with our 200+
guests a season. This past season, we were able to hire a seasonal case
manager to support the Secure Seniors Program. Having devoted staff to
guide our older guests through housing navigation helped an eventual 17
homeless seniors acquire housing by season’s end. Even those who did
not receive SSP funds still benefitted. One older lady who suffered
physically is now residing at a rehabilitation facility. Another is currently at
an assisted living home.
Next season, we hope to add a case manager for our female guests.
Seniors and women are two of the most vulnerable groups in our shelters.
Being able to delve deeply into the issues that push our older and/or
female guests into homelessness will change lives.
Emergency shelter may not be the solution to homelessness, but it does
provide an opportunity for our guests to turn their lives around. Thank
you for the support that allows us to help our homeless brothers and
sisters get back to where they belong.
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A PACEM Success Story
After a few seasons apart, Tony returned to us in
February of this past season from an assisted living
facility in Southwest Virginia that was not up to code. A
PACEM volunteer agreed to pick him up from there and
take him to a friend’s place here in Charlottesville, but
when they arrived it was in dismal shape. Suddenly, he
was back on the street and in our shelters.
Tony’s return to homelessness was complicated by his
condition. Several years ago, he suffered a traumatic
brain injury. Almost overnight, he went from a strapping
man in his late thirties to a feeble older man with
mobility issues, among other disabilities. These
limitations landed him in assisted living and made him
an especially ill fit for life on the streets.

.

Over the next six weeks, we worked hard to connect
him to local services on a path toward housing.
Partners for Mental Health chauffeured him to
appointments across town that are difficult to navigate
by bus and cane. Region Ten spearheaded the process
to access emergency funding for another assisted living
placement and handled his confusion about
medications and pharmacies. BridgeLine used their
past relationship with Tony to help connect him to case
management in his destination. We helped keep Tony
on track and clarify what he could not due to his
limitations.
And the day before our shelter closed, we were finally
able to purchase Tony a train ticket. Because of his
disabilities, we scheduled a one-way, straight shot to
northern Kentucky where his sister agreed to pick him
up, despite a five-hour car ride. The family element was
the ultimate game-changer. Not only did he land with
professional supports already being built around him,
he was welcomed into his personal network again.
—Liz Nyberg
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